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Abstract

An optically interconnected Beowulf cluster has

been modelled considering the optical,

optoelectronic, electronic and algorithmic

behaviour of the system.  A Smart Pixel Array

(SPA) layer was considered to alleviate the

bandwidth mismatch between the commodity IO

bus of the PCs and the high bandwidth in the

optics.  By using the SPA layer to provide load

balancing for the system it has been shown that the

optical bandwidth can be utilised.

Introduction

Modern commodity processors can provide

impressive performance (>2 Gflops) for little cost

(<£50), therefore, clustering large numbers of such

processors to form a parallel processing machine

has become increasingly popular [1].

The main drawback with such Beowulf cluster

systems is the large overhead on interprocessor

communication due to the high latency and low

bandwidth of the interconnection network used.

An optical interconnection network can provide

lower latency by being more connected and thus

have less routing costs, collision penalties etc.  It is

less clear that the bandwidth can be used as the IO

bus bottleneck remains.

If network level functionality is integrated with the

optoelectronics to form a Smart Pixel Array (SPA)

[2] low level functions such as load balancing can

be performed without using the PC IO bus.

Hardware Model

The model of the hardware assumes an optical

highway (OH) as described in [3].  This is a series

of 4f image relays utilising polarisation to route

channels into and out off the OH.  The SPAs at

each node were assumed to be optical field

programmable gate arrays (OFPGAs), arrays of

optical components flip-chip bonded to

reconfigurable silicon.

With these assumptions, models of the optical

power budget, aberration limits and semiconductor

densities have been formulated.  As an example

Equation 1 below shows the power limited

bandwidth of the OH, B′.
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Equation 1

ξed is the encoding efficiency, CW the channel

width, PVCSEL the VCSEL optical power, ξ the

efficiency of one optical stage, hmax the maximum

number of stages in one hop and NEP the noise

equivalent power of the detector.  Values for these

can be taken from available systems or modelled

further.  Similar latency models were considered.

The model for the PC assumes that the processor is

stalled for at least the amount of time data is being

transferred to and from main memory.  Equation 2

shows the number of operations (Nop) available to a

processor able to carry out Nmax operations if Bact



bandwidth is requested.  Bper and Bmem are the

bandwidths of other peripheral devices and

memory bus and pov and Nov quantify the overhead.
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Equation 2

Algorithmic Model

The algorithm chosen for this modelling was a

random stealing load-balancing problem.  In such

an algorithm a divide and conquer type problem is

distributed between the processors.  As the queue

of jobs (stack) on a processor reaches zero the

processor randomly chooses a processor and takes

excess jobs from it.  In on our architecture the stack

is held in the SPA layer so messages can be passed

between stacks at high speed without stalling the

processor.

The algorithm has been simulated using a discrete

event analysis with the hardware models discussed

above.

Results

Analysis and modelling has shown that the

performance of the random stealing load-balancing

algorithm above as well as sorting by random

sampling and reducing-sum operations [4] can be

improved.  The hardware model suggests that

highly connected networks are possible at high

bandwidths and that it is the power budget, not

aberration limits or semiconductor densities, that

dominates.

Further Work

Two new projects have or are about to start

continuing on from this work, POCA and HOLMS.

Both projects move the work out of modelling and

into real systems. POCA (Programmable

Optoelectronic Computing Architecture) is an

EPSRC/OSI funded project to investigate OFPGA

technologies between Heriot-Watt and Edinburgh

Universities.  This is due to start in October.

HOLMS (High-speed OptoeLectronic Memory

Systems) is an European Union funded project to

integrate a high bandwidth, low latency optical link

into the processor-memory bus of a computer

system.  Heriot-Watt University and ETH in Zurich

led this project.

Conclusion

This research has shown that an optical

interconnect can be used in a commodity cluster

system.  However, the get the maximum benefit an

extra layer of functionality is required at the SPA

level.
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